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Relaxation dynamics of a viscous silica melt: The intermediate scattering functions
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~Received 17 April 2001; published 21 September 2001!

We use molecular dynamics computer simulations to study the relaxation dynamics of a viscous melt of
silica. The coherent and incoherent intermediate scattering functions,F(q,t) and Fs(q,t), show a crossover
from a nearly exponential decay at high temperatures to a two-step relaxation at low temperatures. Close to the
critical temperature of mode-coupling theory~MCT! the correlators obey in thea regime the time temperature
superposition principle~TTSP! and show a weak stretching. We determine the wave-vector dependence of the
stretching parameter and find that forF(q,t) it shows oscillations that are in phase with the static structure
factor. The temperature dependence of thea-relaxation timest shows a crossover from an Arrhenius law at
low temperatures to a weakerT dependence at intermediate and high temperatures. At the latter temperatures
theT dependence is described well by the power law proposed by MCT with the same critical temperature that
has previously been found for the diffusion constantD and the viscosity. We find that the exponentg of the
power law fort are significantly larger than the one forD. The wave-vector dependence of thea-relaxation
times forF(q,t) oscillates aroundt(q) for Fs(q,t) and is in phase with the structure factor. Due to the strong
vibrational component of the dynamics at short times the TTSP is not valid in theb-relaxation regime. We
show, however, that in this time window the shape of the curves is independent of the correlator and is given
by a functional form proposed by MCT. We find that the value of the von Schweidler exponent and the value
of g for finite q are compatible with the expression proposed by MCT. Finally we discuss theq dependence of
the critical amplitude and the correction term and find that they are qualitatively similar to the ones for simple
liquids and the prediction of MCT. We conclude that, in the temperature regime where the relaxation times are
mesoscopic, many aspects of the dynamics of this strong glass former can be rationalized very well by MCT.
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I. INTRODUCTION

If a glass forming liquid is cooled from high to low tem
peratures one finds that its relaxation timet, or its viscosity
h, increases rapidly by many decades@1#. If h(T) is plotted
in an Arrhenius plot, i.e., log(h) vs 1/T, one finds that the
shape of the curves is not universal but depends on the
terial. For two extreme cases of the shape, Angell has co
the terms ‘‘strong’’ and ‘‘fragile’’ glass formers@2#. Strong
glass formers are liquids whoseh(T) curve shows an
Arrhenius law in the whole accessible temperature range
contrast to this, fragile liquids show a pronounced crosso
at intermediate temperatures from an Arrhenius-like law
high temperatures to an Arrhenius-like law at low tempe
tures with ahigher activation energy. It is one of the merit
of the so-called mode-coupling theory~MCT! of the glass
transition @3,4# to offer an explanation for the existence
this crossover in terms of nonlinear dynamical feedback
fects and to make detailed predictions for the dynamics
the glass forming liquids close to this crossover tempera
Tc , the critical temperature of MCT. In the past years th
have been a large number of attempts to check the validit
these predictions and the result of these efforts was tha
theory is indeed able to give a surprisingly good descript
of the dynamics in this temperature range@4#. It has to be
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emphasized that some of these tests concerned not only
predictions of the theory on aqualitative level, but also on a
quantitativeone, and that also the outcome of these te
were often in very good agreement with the theoretical p
diction. Thus one can say that the theory is able to desc
in the vicinity of Tc the dynamics of fragile liquids on a
qualitative as well as a quantitative level.

Things are much less clear for the case ofstrong glass
formers since by definition they do not show a crosso
between two temperature dependences inh(T), or only a
very mild one. Hence it isa priori not clear at all whether
these types of systems have a crossover temperatureTc and
hence whether there is a temperature regime in which M
can be used to describe their dynamics. It was therefore a
surprising when it was found that glycerol, a glass form
that is a rather strong glass forming liquid, shows a dynam
that can be described well by means of this theory@5,6#.
Very recently a computer simulation study of liquid SiO2,
the paradigm of a strong glass former, showed that the
namics of this system at high temperatures shows feat
that are very reminiscent of the dynamics of fragile syste
around theirTc @7#. In particular it was shown that also i
silica a critical temperatureTc can be identified, with a value
aroundTc53330 K, i.e., a temperature that is presently o
side the reach of experimental investigations. It is of inter
to note, however, that for this material an extrapolation
experimental data to higher temperatures gives evidence
around 3220 K a bend in the viscosity would indeed be
served@8#, thus supporting the results from the simulatio
Very recently it has also been demonstrated that MCT can
used to understand the dynamics of liquid silica not only
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a qualitative level, but also on a quantitative one. For
ample, it was shown that the theory is able to predict w
good accuracy quantities like the wave-vector dependenc
the Debye-Waller factor@9#. The only input in that calcula-
tion were static quantities, i.e., the partial structure fact
and static three-point correlation functions, which were
termined directly from simulations. Also for water, anoth
network forming liquid, it was found that MCT predicts th
wave-vector dependence of the Debye-Waller factor wit
very good accuracy@10#. Thus these studies give eviden
that MCT is also able to give a correct description of t
dynamics of strong liquids in the temperature region wh
the dynamics starts to slow down significantly, hence
panding the range of applicability of the theory considerab

From the point of view of the theory this possibility
perhaps not that surprising. When the theory was develo
originally, some terms in the equations of motion we
dropped in order to simplify the equations and because it
argued that they are not very relevant to understand the m
predictions of the theory@11#. This ‘‘ideal version’’ of the
theory has subsequently been tested extensively in ex
ments and computer simulations@3,4#. A bit later it was rec-
ognized, however, that close to the critical temperatureTc

the terms that were dropped will change some of the pre
tions of the theory considerably@12,13#, since they are
needed to describe processes, today called ‘‘hopping
cesses,’’ that become relevant at low temperatures. If th
hopping processes are very small, the predicted tempera
dependence of the relaxation times shows a strong bend
Arrhenius plot, reminiscent of the one seen in fragile gla
formers @13#. If these processes are very pronounced t
temperature dependence shows only a weak bending ar
Tc , thus a similar behavior as the one found in strong gl
formers. Thus it seems thata priori the theory is indeed able
to describe also strong glass formers.

However, it is presently not clear whether the extend
form of the theory, i.e., the version of the theory that tries
include hopping effects, is really reliable also beyond a p
nomenological description. Therefore it is important to che
to what extent the theoretical predictions survive in the c
where one deals with a real material or a realistic mic
scopic model in which hopping effects are expected to
important. Such investigations might also give an idea h
the theory can be improved or extended in order to desc
the dynamics of realistic glass forming liquids. The pres
paper is hence a contribution to this issue. For this we
molecular dynamics computer simulations to investigate
dynamics of liquid silica in great detail. In particular we w
study to what extent the behavior predicted by the theory
be found in this dynamics, i.e., we test in a stringent way
what extent MCT is able to give a reliable description of t
relaxation dynamics of strong glass formers at high temp
tures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the n
section we give the details on the model we use and
simulations. Section II is devoted to the presentation of
results, which are summarized and discussed in Section
04150
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II. MODEL AND DETAILS OF THE SIMULATION

In this section we present the model we used to desc
the interaction of silica and give some of the details of t
simulation. Further information on the latter can be found
Ref. @14#.

In order to obtain a realistic description of the structu
and dynamical properties of a given material by means
classical simulations, it is necessary to have a potentia
hand that describes the interactions between the diffe
ions realistically. Due to the importance of silica in applie
as well as fundamental science it is nowadays possible
find a multitude of different potentials in the literature, mo
of them having certain advantages and disadvantages. V
ous simulations have shown that one of the most reliable
these potentials is the one proposed by van Beest, Kra
and van Santen~BKS! that was obtained by determining th
energy surface of a SiO4H4 tetrahedron by means ofab initio
calculations, parametrizing this surface with a simple a
lytical expression and subsequently doing some lattice
namics calculations with it to improve the fit paramete
@15#.

The functional form of the BKS potential is

fab~r !5
qaqbe2

r
1Aab exp~2Babr !2

Cab

r 6
,

a,bP@Si,O#, ~1!

where r is the distance between the ions of typea and b.
The values of the constantsqa , qb , Aab , Bab , andCab can
be found in Ref.@15#. For the sake of computational effi
ciency the short range part of the potential was truncated
shifted at 5.5 Å. This truncation has also the benefit of i
proving the agreement between the density of the amorph
glass at low temperatures as determined from the simula
with the experimental value. Previous simulations ha
shown that this potential is able to reproduce a variety
properties of real amorphous silica, such as the den
anomaly, the static structure factor, the specific heat, the
cosity, and the thermal conductivity@16#. Thus it can be
expected that it is also sufficiently accurate to give a relia
description of the time dependence of the intermediate s
tering function, the central quantity discussed in the pres
paper.

The system investigated has 8016 ions in a cubic box w
fixed sizeL548.37 Å. This size is sufficiently large to avoi
the finite size effects found in the dynamics of such syste
@17,18#. The equations of motion have been integrated
means of the velocity form of the Verlet algorithm, using
time step of 1.6 fs. The Coulombic part of the potential h
been evaluated by means of the Ewald sum using a cons
aL512.82. Before the microcanonical production runs we
started the system was equilibrated by coupling it to a s
chastic heat bath. The duration of this equilibration was s
nificantly longer than the typical relaxation times of the sy
tem. Therefore we are sure that all the results presen
below reflect the relaxation dynamicsin equilibrium, i.e.,
that they are not affected by aging phenomena. The temp
3-2
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RELAXATION DYNAMICS OF A VISCOUS SILICA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041503
tures investigated were 6100, 5200, 4700, 4300, 4000, 3
3580, 3400, 3250, 3100, 3000, 2900, and 2750 K. In orde
improve the statistics of the results we averaged at each
perature over two independent runs.

Note that all these temperatures areabove the melting
temperature of real silica, which is around 2000 K@19#, a
temperature that the BKS potential is able to reproduce
sonably well@20#. Thus none of our simulations probe th
dynamics of the system in its supercooled state. Neverthe
we will see below that even at these relatively high tempe
tures the dynamics of the system is very slow. Thus t
shows that in order to have a slow relaxation dynamics i
not necessary to be in a supercooled state.

III. RESULTS

In this section we will present the results. In the first p
we will discuss the relaxation dynamics of the system at lo
times, i.e., thea-relaxation regime. In the second part w
will focus on intermediate times, i.e., theb-relaxation re-
gime, and compare these results with the predictions
MCT.

The quantity of main interest that will be studied in th
present paper is the intermediate scattering functionF(q,t)
and its self-part,Fs(q,t) @21#. These two space-time corre
lation functions can be defined most easily in terms of
density fluctuations for the particles of typea,

dra~q,t !5(
j 51

Na

exp@ iq•r j~ t !#, ~2!

whereq is the wave vector. The intermediate scattering fu
tion is then defined as

Fab~q,t !5
1

NSi1NO
^dra~q,t !drb* ~q,0!&. ~3!

Here ^•& stands for the thermal average and we have
sumed that the system is isotropic and henceFab(q,t) de-
pends only on the modulusq5uqu. From Fab(q,t) a self-
part Fs

a can be extracted that corresponds to the diago
elements in the double sum ofFab,

Fs
a~q,t !5

1

Na
(
j 51

Na

^exp$ iq•@r j~ t !2r j~0!#%&. ~4!

Note thatF(q,t) andFs(q,t) are the space-Fourier tran
forms of the van Hove correlation function and its self-pa
respectively@21#, thus quantities that are often studied
computer simulations of liquids. However, since in scatter
experiments the latter functions are not directly accessible
contrast toFs(q,t) andF(q,t), and since also from a theo
retical point of view the scattering functions are more int
esting than the van Hove functions, it is appropriate to
termine also them in simulations. We emphasize that
obtain the results of the present work we have not used
connection between the van Hove functions and the inter
diate scattering functions, but calculated the latter functi
directly from their definitions given in Eqs.~3! and ~4!. For
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this we averaged over allq vectors that had the same mod
lus and that were compatible with the size of the simulat
box.

In Fig. 1 we show the time dependence ofFs(q,t) for the
oxygen atoms for all temperatures investigated. The w
vector isq51.7 Å21, the location of the first sharp diffrac
tion peak in the structure factor, i.e., the length scale t
corresponds to the typical distance between two adjacent
rahedra in the network@7#. ~We mention that for other wave
vectors the curves look qualitatively very similar.! From this
graph we see that at high temperatures the curves sho
very short times a crossover from a ballistic regime to
relaxation behavior that is basically exponential and that
correlation function decays to zero within 1 ps, i.e., ve
rapidly. To illustrate this exponential decay we have
cluded in Fig. 1 an exponential functionf (t)
50.75 exp(2t/0.25 ps)~dashed line!, which essentially coin-
cides with the simulation curve atT56100 K for t.0.1 ps.
~We emphasize that due to the complex vibrational dynam
of the system at short times@18#, one has to use an amplitud
significantly smaller than 1.0.! For intermediate and low
temperatures one observes two additional regimes: Imm
ately after the ballistic regime, which last just up to'0.02
ps, the motion of the ions shows a vibrational character
can be inferred from the presence of a dip in the correlato
around 0.2 ps. This type of dynamics is the dominant one
temperatures below the glass transition, but from the fig
we recognize that it can be seen even at temperatures as
as 3580 K. From a microscopic point of view this dynami
corresponds to the rattling motion of the ions in the ca
formed by their surrounding neighbors and the netwo
~Note that this cage is not rigid at all, since the particles t
form the ‘‘walls’’ of this cage move themselves also.! Al-
though every liquid will show some sort of vibrational dy
namics, the one for SiO2 is special in that it has also impor
tant contributions at quite low frequencies~1–2 THz! the
origin of which has in recent years been the matter o
strong debate@18,22#. For times that are somewhat long
than the ones for the vibrations, i.e.,t>0.2 ps, this type of
motion is damped out and the particles slowly start to lea

FIG. 1. Time dependence of the incoherent intermediate sca
ing function for the oxygen atoms for all temperatures investigat
The wave vectorq is 1.7 Å21, the location of the first peak in the
structure factor. The dashed line is a fit to the curve for 6100 K w
an exponential function~see text for details!.
3-3
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JÜRGEN HORBACH AND WALTER KOB PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041503
the mentioned cage. This dynamics, in the following cal
the b process@3,4#, is thus the beginning of thea process,
i.e., the time regime in which the ions leave the cage co
pletely and lead to the structural relaxation of the system
the correlation functions it is seen as a plateau at interm
ate times, the length of which rapidly increases with decre
ing temperature thus pushing thea relaxation to large times
~see Fig. 1!. MCT makes detailed predictions on the dyna
ics of the system on the time scale of theb relaxation and in
the following we will check the validity of these in detail.

From Fig. 1 one gets the impression that the shape of
curvesin the a-relaxation regimedoes not depend on tem
perature, i.e., that the correlators obey the so-called t
temperature superposition principle~TTSP!. This means that
a correlatorf(t,T) can be expressed by

f~ t,T!5f̂„t/t~T!…, ~5!

where t(T) is the typical time scale for the decay of th
correlation function, i.e., thea-relaxation time, andf̂ is a
master function. MCT predicts that there exists a so-ca
critical temperatureTc in the vicinity of which the TTSP is
valid. Since this is one of the main predictions of the theo
it is of interest to check whether or not it is valid for th
present system. For this we have defined ana-relaxation
time t by requiring that at timet the correlator has decaye
to e21 of its initial value. If the TTSP holds, a plot of th
correlators at different temperatures versust/t(T) should
give a master curve. In Fig. 2 we show this type of plot a
we recognize that apparently the scaling does not work v
satisfactorily. To show this we have plotted in the inset
the figure an enlargement of the main figure at long resca
times. From this inset we recognize that the fact that
TTSP is not fulfilled is not due to the noise in the data b
rather due to a systematic trend in the curves. We have
made sure that this violation of the TTSP is not due to
way we have definedt, since a different definition gave
qualitatively the same results@14#. Recall, however, that the
TTSP is predicted to hold only slightly aboveTc , which for

FIG. 2. Incoherent intermediate scattering function for oxyg
vs t/t(T), wheret is thea-relaxation time at temperatureT. Inset:
Enlargement of the curves at long rescaled time. See text for
meaning of the different line styles.
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the present system is around 3330 K@7#. In fact, if the curves
for the different temperatures are inspected carefully o
finds that the ones in the temperature range 4700 K>T
>3400 K ~short dashed lines in Fig. 2! do indeed fall onto a
master curve whereas the ones for high (T56100 K! and
low (T<3000 K! temperatures decay faster. Hence the cu
at T52750 K~bold line in Fig. 2! is already very close to the
exponentially decaying one atT56100 K ~long dashed line
in Fig. 2!. Hence we see that slightly aboveTc the correla-
tion functions do indeed obey the TTSP, whereas it is v
lated if the temperature is too far belowTc . This behavior is
in qualitative agreement with the theory, since it is predic
that far above and far belowTc the relaxation is of Debye
type @3,13#.

We also mention that according to MCT the TTSP is su
posed to hold also in theb-relaxation regime, i.e., in the time
window in which the correlation functions are close to t
plateau. From the graph we see, however, that in this t
regime the curves do not collapse at all. The reason for th
likely the fact that in this system the microscopic dynami
i.e., the above-mentioned low-frequency vibrations, are
pronounced that they completely obscure the TTSP in
time window@23#, in contrast to simple liquids whose vibra
tional dynamics does not have strong contributions at v
low frequencies, i.e., around 1–2 THz. Below we will se
however, that certain predictions of MCT concerning the d
namics in theb-relaxation regime are still valid, despite th
presence of the strong vibrational dynamics.

The results presented so far concerned the incoherent
of the intermediate scattering function of the oxygen atom
For the case of the silicon atoms the time and tempera
dependence is qualitatively similar, although for this spec
the TTSP at long times is fulfilled a bit better@14#. Since
Fs(q,t) measures essentially the dynamics of a tagged
ticle within its cage and how it escapes this cage at lo
times, not much can be learned from this correlation funct
on the relative motion of the particles. Therefore it is o
interest to study also the coherent intermediate scatte
functionF(q,t) that is defined in Eq.~3!. In Fig. 3 we show
the time dependence of the three partialFab(q,t) for all
temperatures investigated. The wave vector is again 1.7 Å21,
i.e., the location of the first sharp diffraction peak. Althou
from a qualitative point of view these correlation functio
are similar to the incoherent ones, a closer inspection d
show interesting differences. For example, the coher
curves show the effects of the complex vibrational dynam
of the system much more pronounced in that, e.g., sev
maxima and minima can be seen between 0.02 ps and 1
whereas the incoherent curves show only one local minim
~see Fig. 1!. We also mention that the modulus of the inc
herent functions as well asFSiSi andFOO are always smaller
than 1.0 since they are~normalized! autocorrelation func-
tions. This is in contrast toFSiO which, being not an auto-
correlation function, can become larger than 1.0. A clo
inspection of the curves for this correlator does indeed sh
that for times around 0.03 ps the curves are larger than
which is the reason why this correlator is very flat at sh
times.

n

e
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RELAXATION DYNAMICS OF A VISCOUS SILICA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041503
From Fig. 3 one sees that in thea-relaxation regime the
shape of the curves depends only weakly on temperat
i.e., that the TTSP is valid. That this is essentially the cas
demonstrated in Fig. 4, where we plot the coherent corr
tion functions for the case of O-O versus the rescaled t
t/t. We see that within the noise of the data the curves
sically collapse onto one master curve. However, also in
case small systematic deviations from the TTSP, as
cussed for the incoherent functions, can be found upon cl
inspection of the curves. Thus this shows that also for th
types of correlation functions the TTSP holds only for te
peratures relatively close toTc .

The intermediate scattering functions discussed so far
be directly measured in spin echo experiments or pho

FIG. 3. Time dependence of the coherent intermediate scatte
function for all temperatures investigated. The wave vector is
Å21, the location of the first peak in the structure factor.~a! Si-Si,
~b! Si-O, ~c! O-O.

FIG. 4. Coherent intermediate scattering function for t
oxygen-oxygen correlation vst/t(T), wheret is the a-relaxation
time at temperatureT. Inset: Enlargement of the curves at lon
rescaled time. See Fig. 2 for meaning of the dashed curves.
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correlation experiments. However, in neutron or dynam
light scattering experiments only the time-Fourier transfor
of these correlation functions are accessible. Therefore
of interest to calculate these functions also, in order to se
what extent the various regimes seen in the time domain
be found in the frequency domain. Since the intermedi
scattering functions have been measured over more
seven decades in time, the calculation of their Fourier tra
form is not a trivial matter. In order to do this we hav
approximated each curve with a spline under tension
calculated the Fourier transform of the spline by means
the Filon formula@24#. Thus we obtained the dynamic sca
tering functionsS(q,v) and Ss(q,n). Since in the experi-
ments one often measures the imaginary part of the sus
tibility, x9(q,v), we have multiplied these functions wit
v/T to obtainx9(q,v) andxs9(q,v), respectively.

In Fig. 5~a! we showxs9 as a function ofn52pv for all
temperatures investigated. We see that at 6100 Kxs9 shows
only a single broad peak. The width of this peak at h
maximum is approximately 1.5 decades, which shows tha
is not Debye-like, since this would correspond to a width
1.14 decades. This increase is simply due to the fact that
broad peak atT56100 K is a sum of a microscopic and
relaxation peak, where the relaxation peak should be of
bye type in agreement with the exponential decay of
corresponding curve forFs(q,t) in Fig. 1 for t.0.1 ps.

ng
7

FIG. 5. Frequency dependence of the imaginary part of
dynamic susceptibilityxs9(q,n) for the oxygen atoms for all
temperatures investigated.~a! xs9(q,n) vs frequency n. ~b!
xs9(q,n)/xs9(q,nmax) vs n/nmax, wherenmax is the location of thea
peak inxs9 .
3-5
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JÜRGEN HORBACH AND WALTER KOB PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041503
If the temperature is lowered the single peak splits up i
two, i.e., into a microscopic peak at high frequencies and
a peak at lower frequencies. With decreasing tempera
the amplitude of the microscopic peak decreases but its
cation is independent ofT. In contrast to this thea peak
quickly moves to lower frequencies and also its height
creases slightly. However, the shape of the peak seems
essentially independent ofT. At low temperatures we find a
well-defined plateau between thea peak and the microscopi
peak. A plot of log(xs9) vs log(n) shows that at these low
temperatures the whole spectrum can be described very
by a sum of a peak at microscopic frequencies and ana peak
with a high-frequency wing that scales liken2y, where the
exponenty is '0.6 and independent ofT. Thus this result is
in agreement with the von Schweidler law discussed be
in the context of Fig. 12 that gives an exponent 0.62. It
remarkable that this type of a plot shows that for tempe
tures around 3250 K, i.e., aroundTc , the susceptibility
seemsnot to be just the sum of ana peak and a microscopi
peak, but that near the minimum between the two pe
xs9(n) is enhanced. This means that there is an additio
process in this frequency regime, theb process of MCT. We
emphasize that this enhancement is only seen close toTc , in
agreement with the prediction of the theory.

That the shape of thea-peak does indeed not depend
temperature, is demonstrated in Fig. 5~b!. Here we show
xs9(q,n)/xs9(q,nmax) as a function ofn/nmax, wherenmax is
the location of the maximum of thea peak. From this plot
we clearly see that within the accuracy of our data the cur
for low temperatures fall on top of each other. Finally w
mention that qualitatively the same results have been
tained for the case of the silicon atoms.

Since the TTSP is valid to a high degree, we can de
mine the shape of the master curves as a function of
observable. We have done this for the case of the cohe
and incoherent intermediate scattering function for sev
values ofq. To determine this shape we proceeded as
lows: For each correlatorf(t) we determined an
a-relaxation timet8 at 2750 K by requiring thatf(t)50.1
@25#. We then fittedf(t) with a Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts
function

f~ t !5A exp@2~ t/t8!b#, ~6!

where the amplitudeA and the stretching parameterb are
free fit parameters. This fit was done in the interval 0
<t/t8<2 that for typical values ofb corresponds to abou
90% of the height of thea relaxation~see Fig. 2!. We made
sure that choosing a different interval does not affect
results significantly and we estimate the systematic error
of b due to this choice being usually smaller than 0.03@14#.
In Fig. 6 we show the wave-vector dependence ofb for the
two incoherent functions as well as for two coherent on
We see that for small and intermediateq the value ofb is
relatively large, in agreement with the observation th
strong glass-formers do not show much stretching@26#.
However, for the large values ofq, b is significantly smaller
than 1.0 since the curves forFs decrease progressively wit
increasingq. This trend can be rationalized with the predi
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tion of MCT @27# that with increasingq the value ofb
should approach the value of the von Schweidler exponenb,
discussed in more detail below, which for our system
around 0.62, i.e., significantly smaller than 1.0. Atq
54 Å21 the value forb(q) as determined fromFs for sili-
con and oxygen is around 0.77, i.e., higher than the va
predicted by the theory for largeq. However, it has to be
realized thatq54 Å21 cannot be considered yet as ‘‘large
since at this wave vector the static structure factor shows
significant oscillations@7#. In a MCT calculation for a hard
sphere system it has been found that only at very large w
vectors the value ofb becomes close to the von Schweidl
exponent, i.e., atq at which the static structure factor is e
sentially 1.0@28#. In view of this result it is hence not sur
prising that the value of ourb at the largestq is still signifi-
cantly aboveb.

The curves for the coherent functions oscillate around
ones for the incoherent ones. This oscillation is in phase w
the partial static structure factor with peaks that corresp
to the maxima inSaa(q). Note that for largeq the coherent
functions are approximated well by the corresponding in
herent ones@21# and thus it is expected that the values ofb
become identical also. However, in the range ofq for which
we can reliably determine the value ofb this is not yet the
case. This supports our argument given above that non
theb(q) curves has yet converged to its asymptotic value
q→`. Note that qualitatively the same behavior forb(q)
has also recently been observed for water, where it w
found thatb(q) converges to the von Schweidler exponenb
for large q and that it shows oscillation in phase with th
static structure for its coherent part@29#.

We now address the temperature dependence of
a-relaxation timet. Since SiO2 is a strong glass former@2#
one expects thatt follows an Arrhenius law. In Ref.@7# we
have shown, however, that for the diffusion constant as w
as the viscosity this law is found only at relatively low tem
peratures. For intermediate and high temperatures a sig
cant deviation was found in that the temperature depende
was weaker than the one expected from an Arrhenius l
That this is the case fort8(T) as well is demonstrated in Fig

FIG. 6. Wave-vector dependence of the Kohlrausch-William
Watts stretching parameter for the silicon and oxygen incohe
intermediate scattering functions and the silicon-silicon a
oxygen-oxygen coherent intermediate scattering functions.T
52750 K.
3-6
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RELAXATION DYNAMICS OF A VISCOUS SILICA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041503
7 where we show thea-relaxation time forFs(q,t) for the
oxygen atoms~the curves for the silicon atoms look qualit
tively the same!. The three curves that are shown correspo
to q values at the first sharp diffraction peak (q51.7 Å21),
the location of the first minimum in the structure factorq
52.2 Å21), and the location of the main peak inS(q) (q
52.8 Å21). We see that, apart from aq-dependent prefactor
the temperature dependence of the three relaxation time
very similar in that we find at lowT an Arrhenius law and a
intermediate and at high temperatures a crossover t
weaker temperature dependence. The activation ene
found at lowT are between 5 and 5.5 eV, which compar
well with the experimental values for the diffusion consta
and the viscosity~4.7 eV and 5.33 eV, respectively@30,31#!.
Thus we conclude that also with regard to this quantity
BKS model is quite reliable.

In Ref. @7# we showed that the deviations from th
Arrhenius law at intermediate and high temperatures are
lated to a change of the transport mechanism of the ion
that at lowT the atoms make independent hops whereas
high T the motion is much smoother and flow like. Such
change in mechanism is predicted by MCT around the c
cal temperatureTc @3,4#, which for our system has been e
timated to be around 3330 K@7#. The theory predicts that fo
temperatures a bit aboveTc the typical relaxation times in
crease like a power law,

t~T!}~T2Tc!
2g, ~7!

with an exponentg that is universal for the system, i.e.,
independent of the observable~Si or O, value ofq, etc.!.
Thus the bending of the curves in Fig. 7 can be rationali
by the crossover from the power-law behavior given by E
~7! to an Arrhenius behavior at low temperatures.

MCT predicts that the exponentg is independent of the
observable and that the diffusion constantD should be pro-

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of thea-relaxation timet8 as
determined fromFs(q,t) for oxygen for various values ofq. The
solid straight lines are fits to the data at low temperature with
Arrhenius law with the activation energies given in the figure. Ins
Temperature dependence of the productDOt8, where DO is the
diffusion constant for the oxygen atoms.
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portional to 1/t. In order to check the validity of this predic
tion we have calculated the productDOt and plot it in the
inset of Fig. 7 as a function of 1/T for the three relaxation
times shown in the main figure. We see that although
product is basically constant at high temperatures, it
creases continuously at intermediate and low temperatu
Since in this log-lin plot the curves at lowT become a
straight line we conclude that the activation energies for
diffusion constant and the relaxation times are not the sa
a conclusion that is confirmed if one measures these ene
directly ~see below!. Thus we conclude that the proportion
ality D}t21 does not hold aroundTc or lower temperatures
One reason forD}” t21 might be the presence of dynamic
heterogeneities@32#, i.e., that the cage that each particle se
changes significantly from particle to particle which has t
effect that also the time to escape this cage depends stro
on the particle. It is then easy to see that in this case
~average! diffusion constant is not inversely proportional
the ~average! relaxation time@33#. The observation thatD is
not strictly proportional tot21 has in the past already bee
made in other systems for which the predictions of MC
hold extremely well not only on a qualitative but also on
quantitative level@34#. Thus, since the prediction of MCT
that D}t21 is only the result of a leading order calculatio
of the theory, the fact that the productDt is not completely
constant should not be taken as strong evidence that for
present system the theory is not applicable.

Since for the present system the temperature depend
of the diffusion constant is not described so well by MC
we investigate now theT dependence of the relaxation time
directly. In Ref. @7# we determined the value ofTc to be
around 3330 K. Therefore we plot in Fig. 8 thea-relaxation
time as a function ofT2Tc , for those temperatures that a
higher thanTc . From this plot we see that the data at hig

n
t:

FIG. 8. Thea-relaxation timet8, as determined fromFs(q,t)
for oxygen, as a function of (T2Tc)/Tc , whereTc53330 K is the
critical temperature from MCT as determined in Ref.@7#. Also in-
cluded is the inverse of the diffusion constant as determined in R
@7#. The solid straight lines are fits with power laws of the for
given by Eq.~7!. Inset: Value of the exponentg. The point atq
50 corresponds to the exponent for the diffusion constant. T
horizontal dashed line is the value ofg as determined from the
dynamics in theb-relaxation regime.
3-7
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JÜRGEN HORBACH AND WALTER KOB PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041503
temperatures can indeed be described well with a power
~bold straight lines!, in agreement with the prediction of th
theory @see Eq.~7!#. The same conclusion holds for the di
fusion constant of the oxygen atoms, as can be seen from
open circles in Fig. 8. Similar results have also been obtai
for the relaxation time ofFs(q,t) for silicon as well as the
various coherent intermediate scattering functions@14#. It
should be noted, however, that this power law can be
served only in a temperature range in whicht changes by
about 1 decade. This is significantly less than the range
has been observed for simple liquids@34–36#, water @29#,
molecular glass formers@37,38#, or polymeric systems@39#.
Thus we conclude that for this system the corrections to
idealized version of the theory due to the hopping proces
make the observation of the power law rather difficult.

As mentioned above, the value of the exponentg should
be independent of the observable. In the inset of Fig. 8
plot the value ofg for the three different wave vectors a
well as the diffusion constant~point at q50). We see that
whereas the value ofg for intermediate values ofq is around
2.4, the one for the diffusion constant is significantly small
g52.05. Thus again we find that this quantity behaves so
what anomalous with respect to the ones at largeq, and the
reason for this is likely the one discussed above. Also
cluded in the inset, horizontal dashed line, is the value og
as determined from a completely different approach, nam
the analysis of theb-relaxation regime~discussed below!.
We see that this estimate ofg is in very good agreement with
the values from thea-relaxation times, thus supporting th
prediction of the theory that the exponent is not just a
parameter but a quantity with a fundamental theoret
meaning.

We now discuss the wave-vector dependence of

FIG. 9. Wave-vector dependence of thea-relaxation timet8 at
T52750 K as determined from the incoherent and coherent in
mediate scattering functions~curves with symbols!. Also included
are the partial structure factors from Ref.@7# ~curves with no sym-
bols!.
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a-relaxation times in more detail. Since we have seen,
Fig. 7, that in the whole temperature range investigated
temperature dependence oft is basically independent ofq, it
is sufficient to consider theq dependence at only one tem
perature. This is done in Fig. 9 where we show theq depen-
dence oft8 for the two incoherent as well as the three c
herent functions.~Note, that for the reasons discussed in t
context of Fig. 6, we show theq dependence oft8 instead of
the one oft.! From the figure we see that the relaxation tim
for the incoherent functions, panel~a! and~c!, decrease with
increasingq. For a diffusive process, and hence also
smallq, this decrease is given by 1/q2 @21#. However, for the
q range considered here, i.e.,q>1.1 Å21, one would expect
that the behavior oft is affected by the local structure. Tha
this indeed is the case is shown in Fig. 10 where we p
t8q2 vs q. The productt8q2 can be interpreted as an invers
q-dependent diffusion constant. Thus, generally speaking
q values that correspond to length scales of nearest-neig
distances,t8q2 should be relatively large because then d
fusion processes should be relatively slow due to the lo
order. As we see in Fig. 10t8q2 exhibits a maximum around
2.7 Å21 for silicon as well as for oxygen, which is close t
the position of the main peak in the static structure fac
corresponding to the length scale of a Si-O bond. It is
course remarkable that no such feature is found at the p
tion of the first sharp diffraction peak, atq51.7 Å21, al-
though such a feature is probably buried under the br
peak aroundq52.7 Å21 ~see Fig. 10!. We can rationalize
this q dependence from our previous observation@7# that the
elementary diffusion step for the oxygen atoms is due to
breaking of a Si-O bond~and a slightly more complicated
process for the silicon atoms! which shows that this length
scale is of particular importance for the dynamics. We n
that a similar behavior is found also in the MCT calculati
for a hard sphere system@40#. In this case one obtains a pea
in tq2 at a position that is close to the first peak in the sta
structure factor.

In contrast to the monotonic decrease of the relaxat
time for the incoherent functions, the one for the coher
functions shows an oscillatory behavior around the incoh
ent one, see Fig. 9. These oscillations are in phase with
partial static structure factors, which have been included

r-

FIG. 10. The productt8(q)q2 as determined from the incoher
ent intermediate scattering functions as a function ofq at T
52750 K.
3-8
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RELAXATION DYNAMICS OF A VISCOUS SILICA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041503
the figures as well. Whenever the modulus ofSab(q) is
large, the correspondingt(q) is large also, a phenomeno
that is very similar to the so-called de Gennes narrow
@21#. @Note, however, that, strictly speaking, the de Gen
narrowing is a phenomenon related to the dynamics atshort
times @21# and thus cannot be used to explain thet(q) de-
pendence on the time scale of thea relaxation.# Finally we
mention that this type of dependence has also been foun
a MCT calculation for a hard sphere system@28# and recently
in a neutron scattering experiment of toluene andm-toluidine
@41#. This shows that our findings can also be seen in r
experiments and that MCT is able to rationalize them at le
qualitatively.

Having discussed so far mainly thea relaxation, we now
turn our attention to theb-relaxation, i.e., the time window
in which the correlators are close to the plateau. MCT ma
several interesting predictions about this relaxation reg
and therefore we will check in the following to what exte
they are valid for the present system. The first prediction
the theory is the so-called ‘‘factorization property,’’ whic
says that close to the plateau every time correlation func
fA(t) of an observableA is given by

fA~ t !5fA
c 1hAG~ t !, ~8!

wherefA
c is the height of the plateau,hA is a constant, and

the whole time and temperature dependence is given by
function G(t), which does not depend on the observable.
If the factorization property holds one can see immediat
that the ratio

RA5
fA~ t !2fA~ t8!

fA~ t9!2fA~ t8!
~9!

FIG. 11. Time dependence of the ratioR(t), as defined in Eq.
~9!, for various correlators.~a! Fs(q,t) for silicon and oxygen at
q51.7, 2.2, 2.8, 4.43, 5.02, and 5.31 Å21. T54000 K;~b! the same
set of correlators as in~a! but now atT52750 K.
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is independent ofA if the times t, t8, and t9 are in the
b-relaxation regime, i.e., where Eq.~8! holds. Note that this
prediction of the theory does not only hold for the idealiz
version of the theory but also for the extended one, i.e., if
hopping processes mentioned in the Introduction are ta
into account. Therefore it is reasonable to check the valid
of Eq. ~8! not just aboveTc , but also below. This is done in
Fig. 11 where we plot the ratioR(t) for a temperature above
Tc , 4000 K in panel~a!, and belowTc , 2750 K in panel~b!.
The correlation functions shown areFs(q,T) for silicon and
oxygen atq51.7, 2.2, 2.8, 4.43, 5.02, and 5.31 Å21. The
times t9 and t8 are 0.4 ps and 1.6 ps forT54000 K and 11
ps and 106 ps forT52750 K, respectively.

From Fig. 11~a! we see that all the various curves collap
nicely onto a master curve at intermediate times, i.e., in
b-relaxation regime. That this collapse is by no means triv
is seen at short and long times since there we find no
lapse at all, thus showing that in general the shape of
correlation function does depend on the observable. Onl
the b regime the correlators show a system universal ti
dependence, in agreement with the theory.

The theory also predicts that with decreasing tempera
the time window over which theb relaxation is observed
should expand. That this is indeed the case is demonstr
in Fig. 11~b!, where we show the same correlation functio
as in panel~a!, but now at a lower temperature. From th
figure we see that now the range over which the correla
fall onto a master function has indeed increased consi
ably, in agreement with the theory. Also included in th
panel is an enlargement ofR(t) at times where the correlato
shows a dip, due to the boson peak mentioned above. F
this inset we see that on this time scale the factorizat
property no longer holds since there the correlation functi
are dominated by the vibrational dynamics for which Eq.~8!
is not valid.

We have considered here only the incoherent intermed
scattering functions. But recently we have shown that
factorization property holds also for other time correlati
functions@42#. In Fig. 6 of Ref.@42# we plot, forT52750 K,
the time dependence ofR(t) for Fs(q,t) for oxygen atq
52.8 Å21, for F(q,t) for Si-Si atq51.7 Å21 and the func-
tions a0

Si(t) and a0
SiO(t) that have been proposed by Rou

et al. @35# and which are defined as

a0
Si~ t !5E

0

r 0
Si

4pr 2Gs
Si~r ,t !dr ~10!

and

a0
SiO~ t !5E

0

r 0
SiO

4pr 2@Gd
SiO~r ,t !21#@Gd

SiO~r ,0!21#dr.

~11!

Here Gs
Si(r ,t) and Gd

SiO(r ,t) are, respectively, the self an
distinct parts of the van Hove correlation functions@21# that
have been calculated and discussed in Ref.@7#. The values of
r 0

Si andr 0
SiO are 0.4 Å and 2.35 Å, respectively. Thus we s

that the four time correlation functions considered are
very different nature and their overall relaxation behavior
3-9
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JÜRGEN HORBACH AND WALTER KOB PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041503
certainly not the same. In Fig. 6 of Ref.@42#, however, in the
b-relaxation regime the four functions fall as nicely onto
master curve as the incoherent intermediate scattering f
tions shown in Fig. 11~b!. Therefore we find that also fo
these correlators Eq.~8! holds, which is hence strong ev
dence that for the present system the factorization proper
a general property of a very large class of time correlat
functions.

Having shown now that in theb-relaxation regime the
shape of a time correlation functionfA(t) is independent of
the observableA considered, we continue now to study th
shape in more detail. For this we make use of a further p
diction of MCT, namely, that the time dependence offA(t)
at long times is not arbitrary, but given by a sum of pow
laws of the form

fA~ t !5fA
c 2hAtb1hA

(2)t2b1•••. ~12!

Here fA
c is the height of the plateau, often also called t

nonergodicity parameter, andhA ~also called critical ampli-
tude! andhA

(2) are constants. According to MCT the value
the exponentb, also called von Schweidler exponent, isin-
dependentof A, i.e., it is a system-universal quantity. Th
first two terms on the right-hand side are the so-called
Schweidler law. Note that Eq.~12! is an expansion of the
correlator in terms oftb, i.e., it is assumed that the third ter
is smaller than the second one. However, it has been
gested by the theory@43# that in order to determine reliabl
the coefficienthA it is usually necessary to take into accou
this correction as well. In order to check whether the ans
~12! gives a good description of our correlation functions
have fitted them in theb-relaxation regime with this func
tional form. The temperature we used was 2750 K, since

FIG. 12. Time dependence ofFs(q,t) for oxygen, panel~a!, and
F(q,t) for the oxygen-oxygen correlation, panel~b!, for various
wave vectors~solid lines!. The dotted lines are fits the functiona
form given by Eq.~12!. The dashed lines are fits with the function
form given by Eq.~12! without the last term.
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gives us the longest plateau and hence allows us to deter
the fit parameters with the highest precision. The result
these fits are shown in Fig. 12 for the case of the incohe
function for the oxygen atoms, panel~a!, and the coheren
function for the O-O correlation, panel~b!. For each cor-
relator~solid lines! two fits are shown: The one in which a
three terms in Eq.~12! were used~dotted lines! and the one
in which the third term was neglected~dashed lines!. The
difference between these two fits are seen at long tim
where the fits with the correction terms are able to desc
the correlator for about one decade more than if these te
are not taken into account. That the quality of the fits i
proves significantly by considering the correction term}t2b

was first shown by Sciortinoet al. for the case of water@29#.
We emphasize that for these fits the value ofb was kept fixed
for all the different correlators, i.e., it was a global fit param
eter. The value we obtained forb was 0.6260.02. It can be
seen from the figure that, if the correction terms are tak
into account, the resulting fits are very good and describe
data over more than three decades. Therefore we conc
that this prediction of the theory, i.e., Eq.~12!, holds for the
present system.

A further interesting prediction of MCT is that there e
ists a one-to-one correspondence between the value o
von Schweidler exponentb from Eq.~12! and the exponentg
of the a-relaxation time in Eq.~7! @3,4#. According to the
theory one can start withb and determine from

G2~11b!

G~112b!
5

G2~12a!

G~122a!
~13!

the value of the parametera and then use the relation

g5
1

2a
1

1

2b
~14!

to calculateg. @HereG(x) is theG function.# If this is done
for our valueb50.62, one obtainsg52.35. Since we have
determined the value ofg, as defined by Eq.~7! also directly
from the temperature dependence of thea-relaxation time,
we can compare it now to this theoretical value. This is do
in the inset of Fig. 8 and, as discussed already above,
theoretical value agrees well with the ones fromt(T) for
finite values ofq. Thus we conclude that also this high
nontrivial prediction of the theory is satisfied quite acc
rately.

In the last part of this section we discuss the wave-vec
dependence of the parameters that where obtained from
fits of the correlators in theb regime to the functional form
given by Eq.~12!. For this we have made fits to the tw
incoherent and the three coherent intermediate scatte
functions atT52750 K for a wide range of wave vectors
The dependence of the nonergodicity parameters is show
Fig. 13. For the case of the incoherent functionf s

c(q), we see
that theq dependence is Gaussian-like. A fit with the fun
tional form exp(2q2rs

2) gives a very good description of th
data~see solid lines in panels~a! and ~c!#. For the localiza-
tion lengthr s , i.e., the size of the cage, we obtain for silico
3-10
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RELAXATION DYNAMICS OF A VISCOUS SILICA . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 041503
and oxygen the values 0.23Å and 0.29Å, respectively. T
has to be compared with the typical nearest-neighbor
tance between silicon and oxygen, which isd51.6 Å @7,44#.
Thus we find thatr s is around 0.14d and 0.18d for silicon
and oxygen, respectively. This size is somewhat larger t
the one found in most solids which, in agreement with
Lindemann criterion@45#, have usuallyr s'0.1d20.14d.
The reason for this difference might lie in the fact that Si2

is a very open network and thus the atoms can vibrate wi
relatively large amplitude without approaching each ot
too much.

The wave-vector dependence of the nonergodicity par
eter for the coherent functions shows oscillations that ar
phase with the corresponding partial structure factor. For
case of Si-Si and O-O they oscillate around the correspo
ing f s

c and become basically indistinguishable from them
large q. These results are in qualitative agreement with
ones obtained for other systems@29,34,37–39# which shows
that from this point of view the present open network syst
does not behave differently as a simple liquid or a polym
As already mentioned in the Introduction, it has recen
been shown that theq dependence of the nonergodicity p
rametersf c(q) shown here can be calculated also reliab
with the theorywithout any fit parameter. Since the agree
ment was also good at large wave vectors, and since we
now that the coherent function oscillates around the incoh
ent one, we expect that the theory is indeed able to giv
reliable estimate of the size of the cage for this netw
forming system.

FIG. 13. Wave-vector dependence of the nonergodicity par
eters.~a! f s

c(q) from Fs(q,t) for silicon andf c(q) from F(q,t) for
the silicon-silicon correlation;~b! f c(q) from F(q,t) for the silicon-
oxygen correlation;~c! f s

c(q) from Fs(q,t) for oxygen andf c(q)
from F(q,t) for the oxygen-oxygen correlation. The solid lines
~a! and ~b! are a fit with a Gaussian to the incoherent data.
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The wave-vector dependencies of the remaining par
eters are shown in Fig. 14. In panel~a! we show the critical
amplitudehs and the first correctionhs

(2) for the two inco-
herent functions. From this figure we recognize that from
qualitative point of view the curves are very similar to th
ones calculated within the MCT for a system of hard sphe
@28#. In particular we find that at small wave vectorshs

(2)

shows a negative minimum and subsequently a posi
maximum at significantly largerq. In between it becomes
zero atq51.98 Å21 and 1.82 Å21 for the case of silicon and
oxygen, respectively. This is close to the first peak in
structure factor, in agreement with the results for the h
sphere system@28#. This result shows that from this point o
view the theoretical calculation is qualitatively correct. No
that the fact thaths

(2)(q)50 means that for this wave vecto
the von Schweidler law, i.e., the second term in Eq.~12! can
be seen over the broadest possible time-window, since
first correction to this law is zero.

Also the q dependence ofh(q) and h(2)(q) for the col-
lective quantities, Fig. 14~b!, is in qualitative agreement with
the MCT results for a hard sphere system@28#. For example,
at the location of the first peakh(2)(q) shows a minimum
and its value is negative. Thus we see that the theory is
to rationalize the behavior of this function, at least in a qua
tative way. Of course it would be a more stringent test to
the MCT calculation directly for the silica system rather th
for hard spheres. However, this type of calculation is c
rently still very demanding and thus has to be left as a fut
project.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper we have presented the results of molec
dynamics computer simulations of a model for silica, t
archetype of a strong glass former. The goal of this stu

-

FIG. 14. Wave-vector dependence of the critical amplitudeh(q)
and the first correction termh(2)(q). ~a! Incoherent functions for
silicon and oxygen;~b! coherent functions for the silicon-silicon
and the oxygen-oxygen correlations.
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was twofold: On the one hand, to investigate in detail
relaxation dynamics of this system in the temperature reg
where this dynamics is slow. On the other hand, we wan
to check to what extent the mode-coupling theory of
glass transition is able to describe this dynamics at low te
peratures. In these investigations we mainly focused on
time and temperature dependence of the various interme
scattering functions for different wave vectors. We fou
that these functions show nicely the slowing down of t
system upon cooling in that they change their shape fro
single exponential at high temperatures to a two-step re
ation at low temperatures. We emphasize that this two-s
relaxation is already seen at temperatures that are about
above the melting temperature of the system, which sh
that in order to show a slow dynamics the system does
have to be supercooled.

In a previous paper it was demonstrated that this sys
shows a crossover of the dynamics from a flowlike motion
intermediate and high temperatures to a hoppinglike mo
at low temperatures@7#. The temperature of this crossov
can be identified with the critical temperature of MCT and
around 3330 K. We now find that the time-temperature
perposition principle holds for temperatures aroundTc and
that time correlation functions are stretched. For significan
higher and lower temperatures, the TTSP is violated in t
the correlators become more exponential-like. This obse
tion is also in accord with the existence of the abov
mentioned crossover from a flowlike dynamics~i.e., collec-
tive motion that leads to a stretched exponential relaxat!
to a dynamics in which hopping dominates~i.e., single par-
ticle dynamics that leads to an exponential relaxation!. These
results are in qualitative agreement with the prediction of
theory @13#.

The temperature dependence of thea-relaxation times are
qualitatively similar to the one of the diffusion constant
that also they show a crossover from an Arrhenius law at
temperatures to a weaker temperature dependence at h
T. In this latter temperature range theT dependence oft can
be fitted well with a power law with the same critical tem
perature as found in Ref.@7#. However, the exponentg of
this power law that we find for the intermediate scatter
function is significantly higher than the one for the diffusio
constant, in contradiction with the leading order prediction
the theory. Similar to the findings in simple liquids, the re
son for this discrepancy might be the existence of dynam
heterogeneities, i.e., due to the fact that the temperature
pendence of the diffusion constant is weaker than expec

According to the theory the time-temperature superpo
tion principle should hold also in theb-relaxation regime.
We find that a plot of the correlation functions versus r
caled time does not lead to a collapse of the curves on
master function in this time window. The reason for this
likely the presence of a very pronounced vibrational dyna
ics, related to the boson peak, that extends to relatively
frequency, i.e., influences the dynamics also at relativ
long times. It has been shown before that the presence
pronounced microscopic dynamics may disturb
b-relaxation dynamics predicted by MCT so strongly th
the asymptotic results cannot be observed anymore@23#.
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Therefore it is not surprising that for the present system
TTSP does not hold in theb regime.~Note, that the reason
that the TTSP is nevertheless observed in thea regime is
likely the fact that the latter regime is much less affected
the microscopic vibrations than the former since on the ti
scale of thea-relaxation the vibrations have finally bee
damped out.! However, by calculating the functionR(t)
from Eq.~9! we can show that the time dependence of a w
class of correlation functions is the same for times in
b-relaxation regime. In agreement with the theory this d
pendence is a sum of fractal power laws. We also find t
the value of the von Schweidler exponentb in these laws
obeys the connection proposed by MCT betweenb and the
exponentg of the a-relaxation time, if one uses theg as
determined fromt(T) from the intermediate scattering func
tion at finite wave vectors. This result shows that neitherg
nor b is a mere fit parameter but instead that they hav
more fundamental theoretical meaning.

By fitting the coherent and incoherent intermediate sc
tering functions in theb-relaxation regime with the func
tional form proposed by MCT we have determined the wa
vector dependence of the various nonergodicity parame
the critical amplitudes, and the correction terms. From
qualitative point of view these dependences look very sim
to the ones found in simple liquids or simple molecul
@29,34,37,38#. Since the latter systems are all fragile gla
formers we thus conclude that for these quantities there is
qualitative difference between fragile and strong glass fo
ers. Furthermore it has to be mentioned that these de
dences are also in qualitative agreement with the ones
dicted by MCTfor the simpler systems, thus giving evidence
that the theory is indeed able to describe them correctly.

However, an important difference between fragile a
strong glass formers is that the typical activation energ
appearing in the relaxation dynamics at low temperatures
often connected to the breaking of a covalent bond@1#. In-
deed, for SiO2 we have recently shown that the energy
break a Si-O bond is equal to the activation energy of
Arrhenius law for the oxygen diffusion constant at low tem
peratures, i.e., 4.7 eV@7#. This is in contrast to the case o
fragile glass formers where it does not seem to be possib
relate activation energies to simple elementary events
the breaking of a bond.

In summary, we can say that MCT allows to understa
many aspects of the dynamics of this strong glass form
Note that the glassy dynamics studied in this paper is see
temperatures that are all significantly above the experime
glass transition temperatureTg , which is around 1450 K,
and even above the melting point of the material, which
around 2000 K. Hence this shows that in order to hav
slow dynamics it is not necessary to be in a supercoo
state.

Finally we mention that in Ref.@9# it was shown that the
q dependence of the Debye-Waller factor is predicted w
by MCT. To what extent this is true also for the other o
servables studied in the present paper is not yet known a
is certainly important to check this in the future. It is o
interest that we find that some of the predictions of t
theory, such as the factorization property, hold also be
3-12
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Tc , i.e., in a temperature regime where the hopping p
cesses are important. For the present system we find, h
ever, that in theb-relaxation regime the time-temperatu
superposition principle does not hold. Whether this is a r
failure of the theory for strong glass formers or whether t
is just a side effect of the strong vibrational dynamics
short times, can unfortunately not be decided. Hence
would be of great interest to investigate this question fo
,
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strong glass former that does not show such a pronoun
vibrational dynamics.
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